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VOLLrME I - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
VOLUME II - STUDY SUMMARY
SECTION 1: LRBI._JId.X_ - An assessment of the study objectives, approach,
analysis, and rationale. The study findings and major conclusions arc presented.
SECTION 2: Launch Site Plan - An implementation plan for the KSC launch site integra-
tion of LRB ground processing. The plan includes details in the areas of facility activa-
tions, operational schedules, costs, manpower, safety and environmental aspects.
SECTION 3: Ground Operations Cost Model (GOCM) - The updating and enhancement
of this NASA provided computer-based costing model are described. Its application to
LRB integration and instructions for modification and expanded use are presented.
SECTION 4: Cost - Summary and Analysis of KSC Costs.
VOLUME HI - STUDY PRODUCTS
The study output has been developed in the form of nineteen derived study products.
These are presented and described in the subsections of this volume.
VOLUME IV - REVIEWS AND PRESENTATIONS
The progress reviews and oral presentations prepared during the course of the study are
presented here along with facing page text where available.
VOLUME V - APPENDICES
Study supporting data used or referenced during the study effort are presented and indexed
to the corresponding study products.
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VOLUME V APPENDIX 1
RETRIEVAL/DISASSEMBLY/REFURBISHMENT
During the flight hardware downselection process, both MSFC Phase-A study contractors consid-
ered reusable booster configurations. As a result of independent mid-term trade studies, both
MMC and GDSS subsequently eliminated the reusable booster configurations from further study.
Prior to this downselection, a cursory evaluation of the launch site requirements for LRB retrieval,
disassembly and refurbishment was performed. The study methodology utilized is typical to the
techniques described in Volume 1TI of this report.
I.I SCENARIO
The following recovery scenario has been employed for the station set impact analysis.
• Fully recoverable LRB
• Downrange wet recovery with parachutes
• LRB secured to the deck of the recovery barge (no tow back)
• Partial sating and initial washdown occurring on the recovery barge
• Recovery barge tug to CCAFS
• LRB barge removal by travel lift to ground transporter
• Final sating and washdown
• Disassembly as required
• Parachutes to the KSC parachute filcility (,by truck)
• Engines to the LRB engine manufacturer for refurbishment (by plane)
• LRB to the manufacturer for refurbishment (by barge)
This scenario was selected for study primarily because it most closely resembled the current SRB
recovery scenario, in comparison to the proposed alternate LRB recovery options of down-range
wet or dry recovery of the propulsion/avionics module only; or the RTLS LRB toss-back and tow-
back options. The downrange wet full recovery is feasible, practical, and reliable. It has the
lowest technical risk and the launch site operations are established.
1.2 FACILITY REQLrlREME/qTS
The station set configuration must provide capability to support the following:
• Recovery barge operations and maintenance
• LRB safmg and washdown
• LRB disassembly
• LRU handling, storage and transportation to the refurbishment sites
Our current facility concept envisions a new facility for LRB safmg and washdown, sized to
accommodate one LRB; a new facility for LRB disassembly including office and logistics areas,
sized to accommodate one LRB flight set; and a new barge dockage/slip area, sized to accommo-
date two recovery barges.
The decision to proceed with new facilities in lieu of modifying the existing SRB Hangar AF facili-
ties is based on technical and schedule issues. The increased LRB diameters and lengths cannot
be accowmnodated by the Hangar AF facilities. Modification activity will disrupt SRB/STS recov-
ery and disassembly operations, impact SRB refurbishment schedules and potentially have a ripple
effect to the STS flight rate.
The preferred facility siting plan is south and adjacent to the CCAFS H,'mgar AF facilities. This
site eliminates extensive dredging in the Banana River, required to support the recovery barge
traffic from the Port Canaveral locks to the H_mgar AF area.
This station set requires approximately 85,000 square feet of facility under roof, and approximate-
ly 90,000 square feet of combined apron/dockage area, with at least 200 feet fronting the Banana
River.
End-to-end implementation can be accomplished in approximately 24 months utilizing a
design/build concept or 36 months utilizing conventional implementation techniques. These
conceptual durations exclude the time required to prepare and process the environmental impact
statements.
1.3 GSE/I.,SE
It must be recognized that the ground support equipment and launch support equipment for LRB
retrieval and disassembly is in the early conceptual stage. The following is a preliminary list of
unique systems and equipment expected to be required at this station set.
• GSE
• High pressure de-ionized water spray system - robot controlled
• Hazardous waste containment system
• LSE
• Engine handling equipment
• Recovery barge (2)
• Commercial Tug (2)
• Travel lift - 150 ton (1)
1.4 OPERATIONAL TIMELINES
The LRB operational timelines are not expected to differ radically from the projected 1996 time-
lines for SRB retrieval and disassembly. The fidhv, ving is a synopsis of the projected LRB opera-
tional timelines for one LRB flight set.
• Pre-launch OPS 7 days
• At sea recovery OPS 2 days
• Safmg and washdown 3 days
• Disassembly 7 days
These timelines are not expected to be schedule critical at the launch site.
1.5 MANPOWER
The LRB processing manpower requirements are expected to be similar to the current SRB
headcount, in support to retrieval and disassembly. LRB headcount will peak at 160 SPC type
personnel and 60 civil servant and BOC type persomlel in FY 1998 and remain constant through
the program duration. Initial staffing must start in FY 1995, for training and certification, and
initial headcount is projected at 50% of the peak staffing level.
All personnel will be stationized. This is consistent with the staffing philosophy presented in
Volume III Section 6 of this report. As LRB/STS flight rate ramps up and SRB/STS flights are
phased out, the opportunity exists to transition SRB retrieval and disassembly personnel to the
LRB program. This could occur as early as FY 1997.
1.6 COSTS
The total Life Cycle Cost (LCC) for LRB retrieval and disassembly is currently projected at
approximately $185.0 million. This includes the non-recurring costs conceptualized at $50.0 mil-
lion (includes 40% NASA wrap factor) and the recurring costs estimated at $135.0 million. The
recurring costs are based upon a projected total manpower requirement of 2420 man years, at a
burdened cost of $50,000 per man year; and commerci',d tug leasing for 122 LRB/STS flights at




• LRB engine refurbishment
• Recurring spares






VOLUNE V - SECTION 2
APPENDIX
TABLE OF CONTENTS
2.1 ET/SRB BASELINE FACILITY UTII..IZATION (FY 1992 THRU FY 2007)
2.2 ET/'SRB FACILITY OPEN PERIODS (FY 1992 THRU 2007)
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Figure 2.3-13 FY2002 Orbiter/SSV Facility Utilization
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Figure 2.3-16 FY2005 Orbiter/SSV Facility UtilizationI
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3.1 Flame Trench Modification
The appendix section describes the present construction of the flame trench
at Pad 34A and B and the geometry with respect to the Crawler Transporter
tracks.
3.1.1 Name Trench Description
The flame trench is 58 feet wide and 40 feet deep. It is lined with 6" refracto-
ry concrete brick on a 3 foot thick single pour monolithic steel reinforced
walls and base. Figure 3.1.1 shows the detail design. To widen the trench
would require removal of the brick and concrete in the area of the booster.
3.1.2 Crawler Transporter Width
As seen in Figure 3.1.1 the inside width of the crawler transporter is 66 feet.
The present clearance of the concrete wall and the transporter track is 6
inches. To maintain a 3 foot thick trench wall would require the wall to be
under a crawler transporter track. If the trench wall thickness can be re-
duced to 6 inches at the top of the trench 5 feet can be gained. However,
since the wall is a single pour a clear angled surface for installation of the
refractory concrete brick will be time consuming.
3.4.1.3 Conclusion
The feasibility of modifying the flame trench is limited by the existing crawler
and existing construction. Providing a new crawler with a wider track will
impact the MLP pedestal (on the pad and in the VAB) and the crawlerway.
Further detailed design analysis is required in a Phase-B study.
3.1.4 Re |'e len ce.
Core of Enghaeers Drawings 203-102
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LRB LAUNCH SUPPORT EQUIPMENT DEFINITION
(All supporting data for this Study Product

















Liquid Rocket Booster Integration Study Dr. W. F. Huseonica
WBS Data On STS Processing •
Morton Thiokol Technician Head Count
SRB Teclmiclan Count By Location
LRB Skill Mix Counts
Manloading By Location Data




6.1 LRB Integration Study - Dr. W. F. Huseonica
6.1.1 This study was developed using data for the_year 1985 from the WBS/PWO reporting
system. SRB manhours were used as a baseline and were modulated with SRB/LRB
technical differences to arrive at LRB estimates. The ratios of support technician for the
Orbiter were used rather than the SRB because of the multiple liquid engines and associat-
ed control mechanisms. These ratios were further modulated to reflect the differences in




LIQUID ROCKET BOOSTER INTEGRATION STUDY
DR. W.F. HUSEONICA, PAWS, INC.
' LRB PROCESSING MANHOURS AND COST
SKILL MIX RATIO MANHOURS LOADED COST MHRS % COST %
RATE OF TOTAL OF TOTAL
meu| m|mme|m|| |mmmm|mmemem| mmmmmmmmmmmmmm_m|e|em|mmmm_|me|||||||||




Engineering 0.89 17,850 $20.55 $366,814 10% 11%
Fac &Gnd Spt 1.14 22,864 $17.20 $393,258 13% 12%
Logistics 0.53 10,630 $16.19 $172,095 6% 5%
Quality 0.38 7,621 $18.29 $139,393 4% 4%
Safety 0.08 1,604 $18.29 $ 29,346 1% 1%
PP & C 0.22 4,412 $17.88 $ 78,892 2% 2%
Overhead 0.42 8,424 $19.30 $162,574 5% 5%
Grumman 0.71 14,240 $19.75 $281,235 8% 8%
SUBTOTAL 107,701 $1,979,000
Base Supprt
EG & G 1.60 32,090 $16.00 $513,434 18% 15%
NASA - CS 1.92 38,508 $22.00 $847,165 22% 25%
TOTALS 178,298 $3,339,599 100% 100%
COMMENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS:
I. M.H_... and cost for processing LRBs from receipt thru launch
2. Atl skill mixes are ratioed to technicians
3. MHRS and cost are based on the LRB processing flow
4. EG&G base su_ort assumes 20% supports cargo and 80% supports shuttle clement
processing
5. The NASA/KSC civil service values have the assumptions as the EG&G base support
assumptions as the EG&G base support assumption m item #4
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""QUID ROCKETBOOSTER INTESRATZDN STUDY
DR. W.F. HUSEONICAt PAWSt INC.
*
LRB PROCESSING MANLOADING
_ mDNI_mm I IiDmmn m I_ _lu_ _m
SK II..LMIX RATIO MANHOURB MANPOWER
TECHNCIANS 1, 00 20, 056 47
ENGINEERING 0.89 17_ 850 ' • 42
FAC & END SUPPT 1, 14 22_ B64 54
LOGISTICS 0. 53 10_ 1530 25
QUALITY 0. 38 . 7_ 621 ; 8
SAFETY 0.08 1_604 4
PP&C 0. 22 4_ 412 10
OVERHEAD 0.42 8o 424 20
8RUMMAN 0, 71 14_ R_*O 34
mm_
SUBTOTAL 254
BASE SUPPT-EG&8 1 , 60







1, MANPOWER BASED ON A 53 DAY
GENERIC LAB FLOW
2. MANPOWER IS CALCULATED 8 HRS





CURRENT SRB PROCESSINS _RS AND COST
SRB ACTIVITY/LOG _RS COST MHRS
,'
_mm._mmm immlmlm mm amlmml N_ llmn.l
SAD PRO_SSING 15o 892 $265o 800 181 603
8RB STACKING 7t 979 _139_ 764 10w -_40
V_ INTEORATION 31 636 1621 657 51 095
PAD PROCESS;NO 15t 943 $299 t 000 181 575
SRB SHOPSISE MAZNT 21 885 S46_ 350 31 378
SRB OPS SUPPORT 51 893 $153, 321 6, 898
ZNTEG OPS SUPPORT 71 000 $144, 360 71 961
PSF - MAINT :_ 479 S47, 914 2_ 818
VAB - HAZNT 4_ 078 S79t 313 4o 639
PAD/M_ - _|NT 243 $4_ 979 276
SAFETY 4, 72S $1001 800 51 377
DVERHE_ 3, 679 $79_ 500 4t J B3
SPC (LSOC) SUPPORT
SRB PROCESSING 721 S;4, 817 J, 120
SRB STACKING 733 $15, 063 784
VRB ;NTEGRATION 123 $2_ 528 254
PAD PROCESSING 3 o765 $72 o 043 5, 706
OPS SUPPORT 251 $4_ 5S; 814
GRUMMAN 2, 760 $54_ 507 3o SS7
1N 4m, amm, _ammJlmlmmlm a4m_mmla
SUBTOTAL 82, 789 $11 5871 306 1001 716
_SE SUPPORT - EG&S 32_ 090_ $513, 434 32, 090
_SRtKSC - CS _\38! 508 _ $847t 165 381 508
e_m em m_aD " ammgm mm mle
SUBTOTAL 701 598 "_$1t 3GOt 599 70, 598
SRB R_REZVRL/DIBASS 8, 800 $138, 800 7, 539
SRB RETREZVAL VESSEL 51 672" • $118_ 207 6, 450
HANSAR AF OPS 10g. B85. $217t 372 121 379
USBI - KSC OPS 74,436- $1,423,758 88,043
SUI3TOTAL cJ7,793 $1_ 898, 137 t 14_ 411




































I. MORTON THIOKOL PROCESSING MHRS AND
BASED ON THE PAST 14 MISSIONS
2. SPC {LSOC_ DATA BASED ON THE PAST
THREE (3_ MISSIONS
3.': ALL SPC MHR AND COST DATA IS PWO AND
AND WBS DATA
4. EG&8 AND NASA/KCS CS MHR AND COST
DATA ASSUMES 80_ OF MHRS & COST
SUPPORTS SHUTTLE ELEMENT PROCESSINS
AND 20_ SUPPORTS CARGO OPS AT KSC
5. ALL LSOC SUPPORT IS ENSINEF_RING MRS
EXCEPT 1/2 OF PAD PROCESSING AND THE
OTHER HALF IS TECHS AND ALL OPS
SUPPORT IS QUALITY PEOPLE
6. IT IS ASSUMED THE USBI-KSC OPS IS
STAFF APPROX IS SAME AS MORTON
THIOKOL AT 400 PEOPLE
• F,"
TABLE 3, t
___UT'_L _ PROCESSING ORGANI2ATION







22-XX PROCESS PLANNING & CONTROL
3X-XX FACILITY & GROUNDSUPPORT
GRUMMAN:INTEG GHD SUPPORT
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VOLUME V SECTION 6
LRB MANPOWER
6.2 WBS Data On STS Processing
6.2.1 Work breakdown structure data for the year 1985 was chosen as a baseline for use in
developing LRB data. This period was used because it represented the highest launch rate
and busiest work activity of any year in STS history. Ten launches occured during this era
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VOLUME V SECTION 6
LRB MANPOWER
6.3 Mo_ton Thiokol Technical Head Count
6.3.1 In order to develop the LRB/SRB comparisons it was necessary to establish the
number of M'rI technicians and their support ratios. They are as follows:
Retrieval Techs 24
Disassembly Tech 38
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VOLUME V SECTION 6
LRB MANPOWER
6.4 SRB Technician Count By Location
6.4.1 In order to establish a disect correlation between the LRB and SRB technician work force,
the manhours at each location was derided by the number of days spent 'in the facility times 8
hours. This data was used for determining the LRB technician head count. A similar exercise was






SRB Skins 17 days
Ins_-tion/SEG off load
Booster Stacking
El" Mate & C/O
SYS INT C/O




RPSF 5 days /3 shifts
690 ml,./day = 86 techs
RPSF
23 days 8 hours
7,979 mh 379.95 rob/day









6.5 LRB Skill Mix Counts
6.5.1 Each of the tasks in the ARTEMIS CPM charts was examined to determine what
technician skill was examined to determine what technician skill would be requited. Basic skill
types of mechanical, electrical, engine and TPS were established. Totals were compiled and the






LRB MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN MANHOURS
HOURS CUMULATrVE HOURS
048C 64 VAB 64
054C 48 VAB 112
050C 64 VAB 176
051C 80 VAB 256
150D 56 VAB 312
055D 336 VAB 648
250E 16 VAB 664
066D 16 VAB 680
056D 48 VAB 728
067D 32 VAB 760
155E 336 VAB 1096
059D 128 VAB 1224
164E 16 VAB 1240
166E 16 VAB 1256
156E 48 VAB 1304
167E 32 VAB 1336
159E 128 VAB 1464
061F 1056 VAB 2520
069F 48 VAB 2568
073F 256 VAB 2824
078F 80 VAB 2904
01A 84 HPF 2988
06A 64 HPF 3025
02A 80 HPF 3132
05A 72 HPF 3204
08A 64 HPF 3268
012B 112 HPF 3380
013B 32 HPF 3412
015B 32 HPF 3444
016B 32 HPF 3476
044B 640 HPF 4116
046B 288 HPF 4404
023B 256 HPF 4660
022B 144 HPF 4804
040B 320 HPF 5124
021B 96 HPF 5220
034B 384 HPF 5604
035B 144 HPF 5748
032B 64 HPF 5812
033B 128 HPF 5940
031B 192 HPF 6132
038B 1536 HPF 7668
036B 288 HPF 7956
037B 576 HPF 8532
301B 80 HPF 8612
047B 160 HPF 8772
053B 80 HPF 8852
070G 64 PAD 8916
071G 64 PAD 8980
072G 1344 PAD 10324
079T 160 PAD 10484
074G 192 PAD 10676
SUBTOTAL 10676
LRB MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN MANHOURS (CONTINUED)
OMI HOURS _.=C,2k,llQ_ CUMULATIVE
!
10676
080T 80 PAD 10756
075G 288 PAD 11044
076G 64 PAD 11108
084H 132 PAD 11240
083H 16 PAD 11256
082H 16 PAD 11272
085H 168 PAD 11440
086H 144 PAD 11584
090H 192 PAD 11776
089H 32 PAD 11808
091H 48 PAD 11856
094H 96 PAD 11952
095H 240 PAD 12192
096H 32 PAD 12224
097H 48 PAD 12272
098I 360 PAD 12632
104H 96 PAD 12728
101H 96 PAD 12824
099H 160 PAD 12984
106H 192 PAD 13176
IIIH 96 PAD 13272
108H 32 PAD 13304
107H 32 PAD 13336
109H 128 PAD 13464
190I 640 PAD 14104
HOURS
TOTAL CUMULATIVE HOURS 14104
LRB
ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN MANHOURS
OMI HOURS LOCATION CI, JMULATIVE HOURS
OIA 84 HPF 84
07A 64 HPF 148
04A 64 HPF 212
019B 64 HPF 276
014B 32 HPF 308
017B 64 HPF 372
018B 64 HPF 436
020B 192 HPF 628
046B 288 HPF 916
024B 192 HPF 1108
026B 288 HPF 1396
027B 64 HPF 1460
029B 320 HPF 1780
030B 128 HPF 1908
025B 384 HPF 2292
II5B 64 HPF 2356
042B 256 HPF 2612
043B 384 HPF 2996
114B 160 HPF 3156
047B 160 HPF 3316
053B 80 HPF 3396
151C 80 VAB 3476
049C 64 VAB 3540
057D 64 VAB 3604
065D 16 VAB 3620
058D 32 VAB 3652
064D 16 VAB 3668
060D 64 VAB 3732
157E 64 VAB 3796
165E 16 VAB 3812
158E 32 VAB 3844
160E 64 VAB 3908
061F 1056 VAB 4964
062F 48 VAB 5012
063F 96 VAB 5108
077F 640 VAB 5748
078F 80 VAB 5828
08OT 80 PAD 5908
081H 48 PAD 5956
088H 48 PAD 6004
093H 32 PAD 6036
087H 192 PAD 6228
092H 96 PAD 6324
098I 360 PAD 6684
103H 64 PAD 6748
105H 48 PAD 6796
100H 288 PAD 7084
IIOH 32 PAD 7116
II2H 96 PAD 7212
190I 640 PAD 7852
TOTAL CUMULATIVE HOURS 7852
OMI
LRB ENGINE TECHNICIAN MANHOURS
HOURS CUMULATIVE HOURS
039B 192 HPF 192
041B 224 HPF 416
047B 160 HPF 576
300B 16 HPF 592
102H 256 PAD 848
360H 384 PAD 1232
190I 640 PAD 1872






























VOLUME V SECTION 6
MANPOWER
6.6 Manpower Loading By Location Data
6.6.1 These data were determined by examining each of the tasks in the ARTEMIS base-
line CPM chart and allocating them by location. This allowed the establishment of manpower
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 shafts (24 hrs X
4 shifts (32 hrs X
4 shafts (32 hrs X
5 shAfts (40 hrs X
3 shAfts (24 hrs X
4 shafts (32 hrs X
4 shifts (32 hrs X
2 shAfts (16 hrs X
2 shAfts (16 hrs X
1 shift ( 8 hrs X
2 shafts (16 hrs X
1 shift ( 8 hrs X
2 shafts (16 hrs X
1 shift ( 8 hrs X
















2 shafts (16 hrs X 12 persons)
10 shAfts (80 hrs X 8 persons)
10 shafts (80 hrs X 16 persons)
6 shafts (48 hrs X 12 persons)
4 shAfts (32 hrs X 8 persons)
3 shafts (24 hrs X 6 persons)
3 shafts (24 hrs X 8 persons)
3 shafts (24 hrs X 12 persons)
4 shafts (32 _hrs X i0 persons)
2 shifts (16 hrs X 4 persons)
2 shifts (16 hrs X 6 persons)
4 shafts (32 hrs X 12 persons)
3 shAfts (24 hrs X 6 persons)
1 shafts ( 8 hrs X 8 persons)
2 shafts (16 hrs X 8 persons)
5 shAfts (40 hrs X 8 persons)
2 shafts (16 hrs X 8 persons)
"4 shAfts (32 hrs X 12 persons)
3 shAfts (24 hrs X 8 persons)
12 shafts (96 hrs X 16 persons)
4 shAfts (32 hrs X 6 persons)
3 shAfts (24 hrs X 12 persons)
6 s_ifts (48 hrs X 12 persons)
sh_ft_ I(1 hrs X 4 persons)
2 shifts., (16 hrs X 4 persons)
2 shifts (1'6 hrs X 16 persons)
3 shifts. (24 hrs X 16 persons)
2 shifts (16 hrs X 10 persons)
2 shafts (16 hrs .X 5 persons)
2 shifts (16 hrs X 30 persons)
I shift ( 8 hrs X 20 persons)













































































































































VOLUME V SECTION 6
,
6.7 NASA SUPPORT TEAM HEAD COUNT DATA
6.7.1 NASA Operations Interface Team
NASA Operations and O&M contractors operational support to all areas of activation
functions:
20 TE &/or SPC Ops Engineering types
60 TV &/or SPC Yount/Lamberth types
20 TL &/or SPC Webb types
20 TP &/or SIC Carpenter types
10 SI &/or SIC Bobic types
140 Total personnel
* Finance and contracts not included in any team
.._ Person requited for an LRB project office
145 total team count
NOTE:
Ops and System Engineering OMD's
Ops and System Engineering Software
Ops and System Engineering Certification
Ops and System Engineering ORI
Ops and System Engineering Pathfinder
Ops and System Engineering ORD Turnover/Acceptance
Ops and System Engineering Training]
Ops and System Engineering Certification
13
6.7.1.1Scheduleof Manpower Utilization (by %)
119901 91 I 92 I. 93 I 94 I 95 I 96 ! 97 I 98 I 99 I 2000
I 25%1100%1100%1100%1100%1 80%1 40%1 30%1 30%1 10%1
Work control, scheduling, outrages/pemfits, security - covered in activation support
6.7.2 NASA En_,ineerin2 Interface Team
NASA &/or Contractor To Support Activation Management Team








5 TV = 20- Provide Engineering direction/documents from
5 TE =10-LevelII&rll
10 DE = 10 - Provide change and approval loop
5 RTQ = 5 - Provide Site (field Engineers)
5 RTQ = 5 - Review & Approval Interium OMIs & TPS Loop
5 SI = I0 - Walk downs, test surveHance system acceptance.
6O
B. TM Operations &/or Contractor
5 X I =Site




3 X5 TL= 15
1X4TL= 4




- All above and schedule
- Plus work control
- Schedule approvals
- Site control for staging
- Outage loop
- Permit loop












Test data and approvah fron_
I._ve, l II & I $
Schedule level IH
D. RQ/Saf©ty and Contractors Environmental
30 people Impact A_sesunent
19901 91 I 92 I 93 I 94 I 95 I 96 ! 97 I 98 I 99 !'




6.7.3 Activation Management Team
Respomible for coordination of design construction and activation of facilities. Interface between
the I..RB activation and the operational SRB program. Migrate to LRB team as core group for
operational phase.
Manning Schedule
19911 92 ! 9_3 I 94 I 95 , 96 _ 97 I 98 _ 99 I 2000
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ET/LRB Horizontal Processing Facility (Section A)
VAB (Section B)
LRB Mobile Launch Platform #4 (Section C)
LRB Mobile Launch Platform #5 (Section D)
MLP Parksite #2 (Section E)
LC-39 PAD A or B (Section F)
LCC/LPS (Section G)
Launch Equipment Test Facility (Section H)
High Voltage Power Distribution (Section I)
VOLUME V APPENDIX 7
COST ESTIMATES
This appendix contains the detailed engineering estimates for the launch site non-recurring costs
for each station set impacted by LRB STS integration.
It is the intent of this section to display the derivation of costs for the bottoms-up pricing ap-
proach. In general, detailed estimates have been prepared for the facility requirements, Launch
Support Equipment (LSE) and Ground Support Equipment (GSE) for each Station set. The
derivation of station set costs associated with design, "ITV, initial spares and activation manage-
ment is consistent with the cost estimating approach described in Volume I11, Sections 7.1.3, 7.1.4,
7.1.5 and 7.1.6 respectively. LRB MLP #4 and #5 are the only station set detailed estimates
which display this technique for all costelements.
The station set non-recto'ring cost estimates have been summarized and presented in matrix
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